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       Due to their potential for creating ‘designer materials,’ the 3D 
assembly of nanoparticle building blocks into macroscopic 
structures with well-defi ned order and symmetry remains one of 
the most important challenges in materials science. [  1–5  ]  Further-
more, superlattices consisting of noble-metal nanoparticles have 
emerged as a new platform for the bottom-up design of plas-
monic metamaterials. [  6–8  ]  The allure of optical metamaterials is 
that they provide a means for altering the temporal and spatial 
propagation of electromagnetic fi elds, resulting in materials that 
exhibit many properties that do not exist in nature. [  9–13  ]  With the 
vast array of nanostructures now synthetically realizable, compu-
tational methods play a crucial role in identifying the assemblies 
that exhibit the most exciting properties. [  14  ]  Once target assem-
blies are identifi ed, the synthesis of nanometer-scale structures 
for use at optical and IR wavelengths must be taken into account. 
Many of the current methods to fabricate metamaterials in the 
optical range use serial lithographic-based approaches. [  6  ]  The 
challenge of controlled assembly into well-defi ned architectures 
has kept bottom-up methods that rely on the self-organization 
of colloidal metal nanoparticles from being fully explored for 
metamaterial applications. [  8  ]  DNA-mediated assembly of nano-
particles has the potential to help overcome this challenge. The 
predictability and programmability of DNA makes it a powerful 
tool for the rational assembly of plasmonic nanoparticles with 
tunable nearest-neighbor distances and symmetries. [  1,15–18  ]  

 Herein, we combine theory and experiment to study a new 
class of plasmonic superlattices—fi rst using electrodynamics 
simulations to identify that superlattices of spherical silver 
nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have the potential to exhibit emergent 
metamaterial properties, including epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) 
behavior, [  13  ]  and a region with an ‘optically metallic’ response. 

Optically metallic materials are DC insulators that refl ect in the 
visible spectrum. This behavior can be described as the oppo-
site of the common touch-screen material, indium tin oxide 
(ITO), which is transparent in the visible spectrum, but con-
ducts electricity. We then synthesize the fi rst examples of silver 
nanoparticle superlattices using DNA-mediated assembly and 
characterize their optical properties with both ensemble meas-
urements and measurements of individual superlattices using 
spectroscopy. Furthermore, we expand beyond monometallic 
nanoparticle superlattices to create novel binary superlattices 
of gold and silver nanoparticle building blocks and observe a 
Fano-like interference between the two components, leading to 
a signifi cant dampening of the plasmonic response. 

 ENZ materials [  19  ]  are a new class of metamaterials that allow 
for the tunneling of light through a barrier and present the 
opportunity for arbitrary phase manipulation of light. [  13,20–22  ]  
With the global progression of optical fi bers and the poten-
tial of optical computing, materials will be needed to precisely 
transmit, modulate, and convert signals on the nanometer 
scale. [  23,24  ]  Metamaterials consisting of nanoscale noble-metal 
particles can be engineered to guide and confi ne light via their 
tunable localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which 
is the coherent oscillation of conduction electrons. [  25,26  ]  For 
many plasmonic applications, silver is preferred to gold due to 
its sharper LSPR resonances and its ability to span the entire 
visible spectrum. [  27,28  ]  Several methods for assembling plas-
monic nanoparticles into a variety of ordered 3D structures 
exist, including using the helical nature of DNA to orient 
nanospheres chirally, [  29  ]  creating liquid-phase-ordered crystal 
metamaterials, [  30,31  ]  and drying-based methods to create densely 
packed thin fi lms. [  32  ]  In the context of optical metamaterials, 
the benefi t of using DNA as a programmable linker is that it 
provides a precise method for varying the size, spacing, and 
symmetry of inorganic nanoparticles in 3D space. [  18,33,34  ]  Cou-
pled with accurate electrodynamics simulations, the dielec-
tric response and collective optical properties of nanoparticle 
superlattices can be predicted a priori. [  7,25  ]  With a clear under-
standing of structure–property relationships, we will have the 
ability to construct optical ‘designer materials’, i.e., materials 
that exhibit a set of predetermined properties. 

 The optical properties of Au NP superlattices have been mod-
eled using Maxwell–Garnett effective medium theory (EMT) in 
the past. [  35  ]  However, these superlattices were not shown to 
exhibit negative (real part) dielectric function properties needed 
for metamaterial behavior. Because Ag NPs are more polarizable 
than equivalently sized Au NPs, [  28  ]  electrodynamics simulations 
were performed on Ag NP superlattices. For rapid simula-
tion and bulk metamaterial characterization, EMT was used to 
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with varying lattice constants. A modifi ed version of the cou-
pled-dipole method (CDM; see Supporting Information (SI) for 
full details) [  36–42  ]  was used to visualize the electric fi eld propaga-
tion through a superlattice to gain physical insight into the scat-
tering phenomena of Ag NP superlattices. 

 The simulations were performed on a superlattice consisting 
of spherical Ag NPs (20 nm in diameter), with well-defi ned 
interparticle spacings, which were randomly generated to 
mimic Au NP superlattices that have been synthesized previ-
ously ( Figure   1 a). Within the framework of EMT, an aggregate 
consisting of metal nanospheres is described as a homogenous 
medium (Figure  1 b) whose optical constants are defi ned by the 
relative concentrations of the constituent materials. The effective 
dielectric function (  ε   eff ) for the Ag NP superlattice is given by:

geff − gs

geff + 2gs
= f

g − gs

g + 2gs  
 (1)

     

 where  f  is the volume fraction of Ag in the superlattice ( f  = 
 V  metal / V  lattice , Figure  1 c),   ε   s  is the dielectric constant of the 

solvent (1.77 for water), and   ε   is the complex dielectric function 
of the metal adjusted for surface scattering. [  41,42  ]  The validity 
of EMT depends on the strength of the interparticle coupling 
in a system, and for spheres of 20 nm diameter, it remains 
valid until approximately 20% (see SI for details). As seen in 
Figure  1 d,   ε   eff  is a complex function, where the imaginary part 
(Im; upper panel) corresponds to the LSPR of the individual 
nanospheres, and the real part (Re; center panel) describes the 
nature of the material response (positive for transparent mate-
rials, negative for metallic ones). Below this, the extinction ( Q  ext ; 
solid line) and the absorption ( Q  abs ; dashed line) are plotted 
(bottom panel) for correlation with the electric fi eld plots. Note 
that although the maximum in Im(  ε   eff ) generally correlates with 
the absorption maximum, this is only true within the quasi-
static (small-particle) limit. Because our superlattice has dimen-
sions on the order of a micrometer, the absorption maximum 
does not align with the Im(  ε   eff ) maximum.  

 A 20% Ag volume fraction superlattice (orange curve, 
Figure  1 d) behaves optically like a metal between 350 and 
410 nm, and like a lossy dielectric for wavelengths below 

approximately 600 nm. Above 600 nm, the 
superlattice appears as a transparent dielec-
tric with a refractive index of approximately 
2. Increasing the fi ll fraction of metal in 
the superlattice (by decreasing interparticle 
spacing: red curve, Figure  1 d) increases the 
imaginary part of the effective dielectric func-
tion, which in turn increases the depth of 
the negative well in the real part to the blue 
of the LSPR, and also increases the positive 
peak in the real part (to the red of the LSPR). 

   ε   eff  can also be used to predict the behavior 
of the scattered fi eld. Seen in Figure  1 d, 
the real portion of   ε   eff  has two highlighted 
regions, where   ε   < 0 and where   ε   ≈ 0. To 
predict the emergent optical properties of 
Ag NP superlattices, CDM simulations 
were performed on the structure depicted 
in Figure  1 a ( f  = 20%). Below  ∼ 350 nm, the 
response of the simulated material is purely 
dielectric (Re(  ε   eff ) > 0; see SI for a plot of 
the electric fi eld). At about 365 nm (Re(  ε   eff ) 
≈ 0, Figure  1 e), ENZ behavior is seen in the 
superlattice. [  13,21  ]  Here, attenuation of the 
incident fi eld is seen at the boundary of the 
superlattice. Additionally, some fraction of 
the incident fi eld is immediately refl ected 
due to the signifi cant boundary mismatch 
of the refractive index between the superlat-
tice (near zero) and the host media (1.4). At 
415 nm, where Re(  ε   eff ) < 0, we see a slightly 
altered effect from the ENZ fi elds. A mate-
rial with Re(  ε   eff ) < 0 acts ‘optically metallic’, 
showing a fi nite skin depth, after which the 
fi eld is attenuated (Figure  1 f). Thus, a super-
lattice consisting of  ∼ 20% Ag, and thus  ∼ 80% 
water or dielectric, would appear optically 
glossy like a metal, yet it would be non-con-
ductive, like a dielectric. For comparison, the 

      Figure 1.  Theoretical scheme for epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) and optically metallic materials. a) 
Randomly generated superlattice of Ag NPs, showing the incident wave propagation ( k ) and 
polarization ( E ) vectors. b) Scheme showing the structure as simulated in effective medium 
theory (EMT): the internal detail of the superlattice is replaced with a continuous material with 
a dielectric function described by Maxwell–Garnett EMT. c) A representation of the relation-
ship between lattice constant and fi ll fraction, showing the proximity of the nanospheres in the 
lattice; it has been drawn to scale. d) Imaginary (upper panel) and real (center panel) parts 
of the dielectric function of an Ag NP superlattice with fi ll fraction,  f , varying between 5% and 
25%. The lower panel shows the absorption (dashed line) and extinction (solid line) effi ciency 
of the structure in (a), calculated using the CDM. e) Incident electromagnetic fi eld at 365 nm, 
demonstrating ENZ-material behavior. f) Incident electromagnetic fi elds at 415 nm indicative 
of metallic behavior, as seen in the fi nite penetration depth of the electric fi eld. g) Incident 
electromagnetic fi eld at the absorption maximum, 490 nm. h) Incident electromagnetic fi eld at 
the extinction maximum, 550 nm. All simulations were performed with the CDM in a refractive 
index of 1.4. 
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 The Ag NPs functionalized with a dense layer of DNA oli-
gonucleotides were then used to synthesize one-component 
face-centered cubic (FCC) and two-component body-centered 
cubic (BCC) crystal structures using linkers that were self-
complementary (5′-GCGC-3′) and non-self-complementary (5′-
TTCCTT-3′ and 5′-AAGGAA-3′), respectively (Figure  2 ). [  15,18  ]  
Superlattices with more complex unit cells were also synthe-
sized (see SI). As we have previously demonstrated, the most 
stable crystal structure is that which maximizes the number 
of DNA hybridization events between neighboring nanoparti-
cles. [  18  ]  The 3D crystalline structures of the superlattices were 
characterized by in-situ synchrotron small-angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS), and the data were compared to the scattering 
patterns of the analogous atomic lattices for position and 
intensity of the allowed refl ections. The large number of sharp 
diffraction peaks that are observed for the FCC and BCC Ag 
NP superlattices (Figure  2 b,e) are indicative of highly ordered 
crystals with domain sizes on the micrometer-scale. In a com-
plementary method, the Ag NP superlattices were embedded 
in a polymer resin, sectioned, and characterized by scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to obtain a “snap-
shot” of the crystals that exist in solution (Figure  2 c,d,f). [  46  ]  It 
is important to note that the embedding process results in a 
reduction of the interparticle spacing, but maintains the crys-
tallographic symmetry calculated from the SAXS pattern. In 
order to measure the optical properties of individual Ag NP 
superlattices without modifying their symmetry or lattice 
spacing, the Ag NP superlattices were stabilized in the solid 
state using a silica encapsulation method (see SI for details). [  47  ]  

 The nearest-neighbor spacing, and therefore lattice param-
eters, of the FCC and BCC crystals can be 
tuned with nanometer precision by changing 
the number of DNA bases in the linkers. [  48  ]  
For the Ag NP superlattices, each nucleobase 
adds 0.244 nm. In this work, the length of the 
linkers was tuned using modular blocks of 
40 bases, denoted by parentheses in Figure  2 a, 
allowing us to probe the effects of interpar-
ticle plasmonic coupling in an extended peri-
odic 3D structure. Each integer increment of 
 n  corresponds to an increase of  ∼ 9.7 nm on 
each NP, or  ∼ 19.5 nm total between neigh-
boring NPs. Using 20 nm Ag NPs, BCC super-
lattices were assembled and characterized 
with interparticle distances of 31.7 ± 0.6 nm 
( n  = 0), 52.8±0.8 nm ( n  = 1), and 71.8 ± 
1.2 nm ( n  = 2) (standard deviation deter-
mined from four separate batches of super-
lattices), corresponding to surface-to-surface 
distances between neighboring Ag NPs of 
approximately 12, 32, and 52 nm, respec-
tively. The SAXS pattern for each of the three 
systems confi rms high-quality crystals with 
BCC symmetry (Figure  2 g). 

 The collective optical properties of the 
superlattices were then analyzed experimen-
tally, using both UV–vis spectroscopy for 
ensemble measurements and optical micro-
spectrophotometry for individual superlattice 

electric fi elds at wavelengths associated with the absorption and 
extinction maxima (Figure  1 d, lower panel) for this superlattice 
are shown in Figure  1 g and h. Notably, the strength of the elec-
tric fi eld on the interior of the superlattice is more intense for 
the absorption and extinction maxima compared to the fi elds in 
Figure  1 e and f. Forward scattering contributes signifi cantly to 
the extinction maximum (550 nm), and thus the incident fi eld 
is focused in the direction of propagation (Figure  1 h). 

 Having demonstrated that Ag superlattices with volume frac-
tions between 15% and 25% should demonstrate either ENZ or 
optically metallic behavior that is tunable with the lattice con-
stant, we utilized DNA-programmable methods to experimen-
tally synthesize such structures. Ag NPs are more challenging 
to incorporate experimentally than gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) 
due to the chemical degradation of the Ag NPs under DNA 
functionalization conditions and their susceptibility to surface 
oxidation. [  27  ]  However, our group recently developed a method 
for functionalizing Ag NPs with a dense layer of oligonucleo-
tides, [  43  ]  which are analogous to the Au-NP-based spherical 
nucleic acids (SNAs). [  44  ]  In this work, Ag NPs with diameters 
of  ∼ 20 and  ∼ 30 nm were functionalized with DNA oligonucleo-
tides containing three terminal cyclic disulfi de (DSP) groups 
to serve as a robust anchor. DNA linkers with single-stranded 
“sticky ends” that facilitate hybridization between NPs were 
added in a predetermined ratio, and the samples were annealed 
slightly below their melting temperature to form crystalline 
aggregates ( Figure   2 a). Importantly, these Ag NP aggregates 
displayed sharp melting transitions (see SI for melting anal-
ysis) indicative of co-operative binding, a requirement for the 
synthesis of well-ordered nanoparticle superlattices. [  33,45  ]   

      Figure 2.  Characterization of FCC and BCC superlattices assembled from Ag NPs. a) Schematic 
illustration of DNA-programmable nanoparticle crystallization where the length of the linker 
strands can be tuned by increasing the value of  n . DSP refers to cyclic dithiol. b) SAXS pattern 
and corresponding unit cell and c,d) STEM images of an FCC lattice synthesized from 30 nm 
Ag NPs. The zoomed-out image (d) shows multiple crystalline domains within a superlattice. 
e) SAXS pattern and corresponding unit cell and f) STEM image of a BCC lattice synthesized 
from 20 nm Ag NPs. Experimental data are shown in blue and predicted scattering patterns 
are shown in black. All scale bars are 100 nm. g) SAXS patterns of 20 nm Ag NP superlattices 
with BCC symmetry with tunable interparticle spacings (red: 31.7 nm ( n  = 0), green: 52.8 nm 
( n  = 1), blue: 71.8 nm ( n  = 2)). 
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transmission and refl ection measurements (see SI for method). 
Thus, the plasmonic response of the Ag NP superlattices with 
varying interparticle spacings was determined with bright-
fi eld measurements using the micro-spectrophotometer. 
Figure  3 b shows that ‘ n  = 0’ superlattices demonstrate the most 
red-shifted absorption, with an average maximum absorption, 
  λ   max , of 594 nm. With increased spacing, the absorption is blue-
shifted (Figure  3 b), with average   λ   max  values of 530 nm ( n  = 
1) and 448 nm ( n  = 2). We note that these measurements are 
consistent both between superlattices from a single sample and 
between different batches of superlattices, with standard devia-
tions in   λ   max  of less than 4% for all spacings (see SI for tabu-
lated data). The red-shift seen between the micro-spectropho-
tometer measurements (Figure  3 b) and the UV–vis ensemble 
measurements (Figure  3 a) is attributed to the silica-embedding 
process, which changes the local refractive index and the inter-
action between the superlattice and the Cu Formvar TEM grid. 
Additionally, non-uniformities in the superlattice aggregates 
can lead to the formation of additional lines in the individual 
superlattice measurements. For example, in the green trace 
of Figure  3 b, an extra peak can be observed at  ∼ 600 nm. This 
is likely due to asymmetry in the superlattice shape; the com-
plex structure of the aggregates can result in multiple plasmon 
resonances from different parts of the aggregate (see, for 
example, Figure  1 ). In addition, it is possible that the distance 
between the superlattice and the Formvar is not uniform across 
the entire structure, resulting in changes to the structure of 
the LSPR spectrum. The low variation in absorption maxima 
from different superlattices (tabulated in SI) suggests that the 
absorption of similarly sized superlattices is consistent. From 
this, we conclude that the primary reason that the LSPR red-
shifts with decreased interparticle spacing is due to the increase 
in Ag fi ll fraction. [  35  ]  

 Once the emergent optical properties of DNA-mediated Ag 
NP superlattices were investigated, we introduced DNA-func-
tionalized Au NP building blocks to allow for the assembly of 
binary (Ag NP)–(Au NP) superlattices. Although there have 
been some examples of DNA-programmable heterogeneous 
nanoparticle assemblies in 3D space to date, [  53–56  ]  the functional 
properties of these materials have yet to be explored. To synthe-
size the binary Ag–Au superlattices, a two-component system 
with non-self-complementary linkers, similar to those used to 
create the Ag NP BCC crystals, was utilized. The two compo-
nents consisted of Ag NPs (20 or 30 nm diameter) functional-
ized with DSP-terminated DNA oligonucleotides and Au NPs 
(15, 20, or 30 nm diameter) functionalized with monothiol-ter-
minated DNA oligonucleotides ( Figure   4 a). The simplest binary 
system, in which the Ag and Au NPs are identical in size, and 
added in a 1:1 ratio, results in an AB-type crystal (isostructural 
with CsCl), characterized by SAXS and STEM (Figure  4 b,c). 
As shown in Figure  4 b, the experimental SAXS pattern is in 
strong agreement with the calculated diffraction pattern, con-
fi rming the long-range order of the system. Crystal structures 
with increasingly complex unit cells can be synthesized with 
a two-component system by tuning the hydrodynamic radii 
and linker ratios of each component according to the design 
rules that have been established for DNA-mediated Au NP 
crystallization. [  18  ]  Binary (Ag NP)–(Au NP) superlattices of the 

measurements. Using UV–vis spectroscopy ( Figure   3 a), red-
shifting of the superlattices’ bulk LSPR with decreased nano-
particle spacing is observed. This can be explained primarily by 
the increase in Ag fi ll fraction (i.e., an increase in dipole–dipole 
interactions, provided that they are weak) with decreased inter-
particle spacing. [  49  ]  Additionally, electrodynamics simulations 
were performed using the CDM. For correlation with the UV–
vis ensemble measurements, superlattices with varying shape, 
but with well-defi ned interparticle spacing, were randomly 
generated to best mimic the superlattices observed with STEM 
(see SI for construction method). CDM simulations on these 
structures are in good agreement with the experimental UV–vis 
extinction spectra (Figure  3 a). It is diffi cult, however, to deter-
mine rigorous structure–property relationships with ensemble 
measurements. The inherent averaging and solution-based 
nature of UV–vis spectroscopy makes it diffi cult to separate the 
effects of nanoparticle spacing and superlattice size. [  50  ]  Thus, 
individual superlattices were analyzed using a micro-spectro-
photometer (see SI for details). [  51,52  ]   

 After depositing silica-embedded Ag nanoparticle superlat-
tices on a Formvar grid, STEM was used to select superlattices 
with sizes between 700 and 800 nm. Because the Formvar and 
silica encapsulation affect scattering, and therefore extinction 

      Figure 3.  Optical characterization of Ag NP superlattices (experimental 
data and simulations). a) UV–vis spectra taken in water of as-synthesized 
Ag NP BCC superlattices with varying interparticle spacings, and thus, 
metal fi ll fractions (solid traces; red:  n  = 0, 17.1% Ag; green:  n  = 1, 3.7% 
Ag; blue:  n  = 2, 1.5% Ag). Simulated spectra of randomly generated orien-
tationally averaged superlattices in a refractive index of 1.4 are underlaid 
with corresponding colors, albeit a lighter shade. b) Single superlattice 
measurements of absorption spectra taken with a micro-spectrophotom-
eter. Spectra were chosen that are representative of the statistical data 
(see SI for tabulated data). Note the difference in the scales of the  x -axes. 
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 Interestingly, when solution-phase 
ensemble UV–vis measurements were col-
lected for the 3D binary CsCl-type (Ag NP)–
(Au NP) superlattices, the peak at 410 nm 
(corresponding to the LSPR of the Ag NPs) 
was signifi cantly dampened when compared 
to a solution of dispersed Ag and Au NPs in 
an equal ratio ( Figure   5 a). Furthermore, the 
dampening is more pronounced as the inter-
particle distance was decreased through the 
use of shorter DNA linkers. This observation 
was further investigated by simulating the 
system using generalized multiparticle Mie 
(GMM) theory (Figure  5 b). [  57–59  ]  At the closest 
nearest-neighbor surface-to-surface distance 
of ~10 nm ( n  = 0), the LSPR peaks of Ag and 
Au are equivalent in intensity and signifi -
cantly broadened. This is surprising because 
Ag NPs have a much higher extinction coef-
fi cient than Au NPs of the same diameter. [  27  ]  
To understand the interaction between the Ag 
and Au NPs in the extended lattice structure, 
the per-particle optical absorption and scat-
tering cross-sections were plotted for each 
material separately (Figure  5 c,d). As is shown 
in Figure  5 c, there is a Fano-like [  26  ]  dip in the 
absorption effi ciency of Au at 370 nm when 
the surface-to-surface distance is 10 nm. 
Additionally, a greater decrease is seen in the 
Ag absorption per-particle relative to the Ag 
scattering per particle (Figure  5 d). Recently, 
plasmonic coupling has been investigated 
between Au and Ag NP dimers [  60,61  ]  and in 
2D arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles made 
lithographically [  62  ]  or chemically and sepa-

rated by nonplasmonic NPs. [  32  ]  Theoretical studies by Bachelier 
et al. have predicted the presence of a Fano profi le in dimers of 
Ag NPs and Au NPs due to coupling of the LSPR of the Ag NP 
with the Au interband transitions. [  60  ]  The experimental observa-
tion of this Fano profi le is challenging due to the orientational 
averaging that occurs in solution-phase measurements [  63  ]  and 
the need to isolate the absorption cross-sections of the Ag and 
Au separately. [  61  ]  In the binary Ag–Au colloidal crystals, the 
LSPR of the Ag NPs serves as the discrete level and the gold 
interband transitions serve as the continuum. Thus the damp-
ening of the Ag LSPR in the binary (Ag NP)–(Au NP) superlat-
tices, observed experimentally and in GMM simulations, is due 
to a Fano-like interference between the resonant silver mode 
and the interband transitions of gold.  

 In conclusion, electrodynamics simulations were used to 
identify that superlattices of Ag NPs have the potential to exhibit 
unusual metamaterial behavior, including ENZ behavior and an 
‘optically metallic’ region that exhibits high refl ectivity despite 
the fact that the superlattices are over 80% water. DNA was used 
as a programmable linker to assemble spherical silver nanopar-
ticles into 3D periodic assemblies, and the optical response of 
the Ag NP superlattices was shown to be heavily dependent 
on the interparticle spacing (and hence the metal fi ll fraction) 
within the superlattices. DNA-programmable assembly allows 

AB 2 -type (isostructural with AlB 2 ) with a hexagonal unit cell 
(cell parameter  c / a  ratio = 0.73) were synthesized using 30 nm 
Au NPs with the ‘ n  = 2’ linker at the corners of the unit cell and 
20 nm Ag NPs with the ‘ n  = 1’ linker in the middle (Figure  4 e,f). 
Importantly, an AB 2 -type crystal can also be achieved by swap-
ping the components, i.e., using 30 nm Ag NPs with the ‘ n  = 
2’ linker and 20 nm Au NP building blocks with the ‘ n  = 1’ 
linker; thus demonstrating the versatility of the DNA-mediated 
approach to assembly (see SI). By varying the radii and linker 
ratios of the Ag and Au components, binary AB 3 -type (isostruc-
tural with Cr 3 Si) and AB 6 -type (isostructural with Cs 6 C 60 ) super-
lattices were also synthesized (Figure  4 h–k). All binary super-
lattices were confi rmed with SAXS and imaged by electron 
microscopy (Figure  4 ).  

 Although the Ag NPs have lower contrast than Au NPs in 
the STEM images of the binary Ag–Au NP crystals, the iden-
tity of the NPs can be determined using energy-dispersive X-ray 
(EDX) elemental mapping. When EDX maps of Au and Ag are 
overlaid on the corresponding STEM image (Figure  4 d,g), the 
zone axis becomes immediately obvious. Thus, in addition to 
potential emergent collective properties, the incorporation of 
Ag into DNA-mediated superlattices provides an elemental 
handle to unequivocally confi rm the symmetry of the unit cell 
that is determined using SAXS. 

      Figure 4.  Characterization of binary superlattices assembled from Ag and Au NPs. a) Sche-
matic illustration of the assembly of binary Ag–Au NP superlattices where the linker lengths 
can be tuned by increasing  n . b,c,e,f,h–k) SAXS patterns (and the corresponding unit cell) and 
STEM images of binary Ag–Au NP superlattices that are isostructural with CsCl (b,c), AlB 2  
(e,f), Cr 3 Si (h,i), and Cs 6 C 60  (j,k). In the SAXS patterns, experimental data are shown in red 
and predicted scattering patterns are shown in black. The insets of the STEM images show the 
unit cell viewed along the appropriate projection axis. d,g) EDX elemental maps of AB- (d) and 
AB 2 -type (g) binary lattices with the zone axis shown in the insets. Gold signal is shown in red 
and silver signal is shown in blue. All scale bars are 100 nm. 
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